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RECENT BOOKS

Books Received

**ABORTION**


**AFRO-AMERICAN WOMEN LAWYERS**


**AUTHORITY**


**BIOGRAPHY**


**CANON LAW**


**CITIZENSHIP**

_See Immigration Law._

_Civil Rights**


**CRIME**

_Law in Environmental Decision-Making: National, European, and International Perspectives._ By Tim 287


ETHICS

See Cloning.

GENDER AND LAW


HISTORY


IMMIGRATION LAW


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


INTERNATIONAL LAW


JUDICIARY


JURISPRUDENCE


LAW AND ETHICS


LAW — MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS

See Civil Rights.

LEGAL BIOGRAPHY


LEGAL EDUCATION

LEGAL ETHICS


LEGAL PHILOSOPHY


MEDIA LAW


MEDICINE — PHILOSOPHY


MILITARY LAW


PROPERTY

See Unjust Enrichment.

RACE


RELIGION AND LAW


SOCIAL STUDIES


SOCIological JURISPRUDENCE


UNJUST ENRICHMENT


Voting Law

